Beethoven Mosaic: Conditions of participation
Beethoven Mosaic is an application forming part of the BTHVN on Tour exhibition. Visitors
to the exhibition can get their photograph taken at an on-site photo booth or upload one
of their own photos via the InMotion.dhl online platform. The photo submitted will then be
pieced together with photos sent in by hundreds of other participants to form a large
mosaic portrait of Beethoven. Participants will thus be contributing to the creation of a
unique work of art and giving it a personal touch by means of their individual portrait
photos. When complete, the Beethoven Mosaic will be displayed on the InMotion.dhl
online platform which features all sorts of information about the exhibition on its global
tour.
Having read the above, you as a participant agree to your photo being taken and/or
uploaded for the aforementioned purpose and published in online format on InMotion.dhl
and various social media and DHL channels, specifically InMotion.dhl, the DHL channels
on LinkedIn.com, Twitter.com, Facebook.com, Instagram.com.
As a participant, you have been informed that, as part of the Beethoven mosaic, your
photo can be accessed worldwide via InMotion.dhl on the internet. Further use and/or
modification by third parties cannot be ruled out.
In order to be able to clearly assign the photos to the persons they show, we require your
name and your e-mail address. You also agree that we may use your e-mail address for
the purpose of sending you your photo and/or the finished mosaic in a subsequent stage
of the process as a souvenir as well as to carry out the approval process.
You also agree to us referencing InMotion.dhl as well BTHVN on Tour in our accompanying
e-mail. Your data will not be used for any purpose other than those described here unless
we obtain your express agreement. As long as this consent is not revoked, it remains
valid for an unlimited period of time.
You may revoke your consent with effect for the future. The revocation of consent must
be made in text form, either by e-mail or in a letter sent via Deutsche Post AG.
The revocation must be addressed to: adrivo GmbH, c/o Deutsche Post AG, Landsberger
Strasse 394, 81241 Munich, Deutschland, info@inmotion.dhl
By agreeing to the terms and conditions stated here, you indicate that you have read and
understood the above declaration of consent. You further agree that your data may be
processed for the purposes described.
For minors under the age of 16, the consent of a parent or guardian is required. By
agreeing to the terms and conditions stated here, you indicate that you have read and
understood the above declaration of consent and that you agree that your child’s data
may be processed for the purposes described.

